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Abstract— Cloud computing (CC) is a swiftly rising form of 

computation age. In our study we find that CC is the 

delivery of computing resources in the form of paid/free 

services based concepts which are further known as PAY-

PER-USE, data processing software and meaningful data 

over the network It is also increasing the risk of data 

vulnerability. On one hand, the client or organizations store 

up their important data in cloud based storage server where 

safety measures methods used to shelter the data against 

discloser of privacy or misusing of data. On the other hand 

in all we know that in public model of cloud computing, 

since the user’s data is stored anywhere from corner to 

corner of the globe, so that the client or organizations have 

no control over the cloud server side. To make sure the faith 

on data privacy, Attribute-based encryption has been an 

ideal data encryption implements to unravel the exigent 

hitch of protected data sharing in cloud computing 

atmosphere. The united records files in general have the 

attribute of multiple levels of chains of command. Yet, in 

this type of file storage configuration of united files has not 

been investigated in ABE. For this, proficient file based 

ABE scheme is proposed in cloud computing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a technology that provides application 

software, server space and other computing services on pay-

per-user basic. Cloud computing services are provided by 

cloud vendors National Institute of Standard & Technology 

(NIST) defines cloud computing as “Cloud computing is a 

service model that provides pervasive, appropriate and on-

demand network accessibility of shared pool-resources (e.g. 

servers, storage, software and services) that can briskly 

supply with minimum effort by service providers” [1]. 

A. Service Model 

1) Software as a Service (SaaS): 

The capacity gave to the customer is to utilize the supplier's 

applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The 

applications are available from different customer gadgets 

through either a thin customer interface, for example, a web 

program or a program interface. The shopper does not 

oversee or control the fundamental cloud framework 

including system, servers, working frameworks, stockpiling, 

or even individual application abilities, with the conceivable 

exemption of constrained client particular application setup 

settings. 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud Service Models 

2) Platform as a Service (PaaS): 

The ability gave to the customer is to send onto the cloud 

framework buyer - made or obtained applications made 

utilizing programming dialects, libraries, administrations, 

and apparatuses upheld by the supplier. The customer does 

not oversee or control the hidden cloud foundation including 

system, servers, working frameworks, or capacity, yet has 

control over the conveyed applications and perhaps 

arrangement settings for the application-facilitating 

condition. 

3) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): 

The capacity gave to the purchaser is to arrangement 

preparing, capacity, systems, and other basic figuring assets 

where the customer can send and run subjective 

programming, which can incorporate working frameworks 

and applications. The purchaser does not oversee or control 

the fundamental cloud framework but rather has control 

over working frameworks, stockpiling, and sent 

applications; and perhaps constrained control of select 

systems administration parts (e.g., have firewalls). 

B. ABE (Attribute Based Encryption)  

Initially Identity-based Encryption is used for data 

encryption. To provide more secure data sharing Attribute-

Based Encryption (ABE) is used. In ABE one or more 

attributes are assigned with the data, based on it data is 

encrypted and uploaded. A user who fulfills the prescribed 

attribute combination can only access and decrypt the data.  

ABE provides fine-grained access control on cloud 

computing environment. ABE suffer from time complexity 

while decryption of data. To overcome this issue many 

suggestions are proposed by researchers. To minimize the 

decryption effort researcher suggest taking the services of 

third party to perform most of the work without sharing the 

private key or data. 

Attribute-Based Encryption is broadly divided into two 

categories: 

1) Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption 

(CPABE) 

2) Key Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KPA-BE) 

CPABE is used to achieve access control on cloud 

server. It uses attributes for data encryption, which is 

defined by data owner while uploading the file. In this 

process data owner declare the access policy for particular 

data and encrypt the data using the respected policy. Any 

user having exactly same attribute set can only decrypt the 

data. The main advantage of this approach is that data can 

be stored over untrusted server. CPABE uses an attribute 

authority (AA) for organizing all attributes.  There also 

present multiple authority approach to handle the attributed 

by more than one authority. CPABE suffer from the 

problem of key escrow because the attribute authority can 

manage all the attributes so they can easily decrypt the data. 
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Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KPA-BE) 

method uses key for data encryption and decryption. Access 

scheme is defined based on the attribute set by user.KP-

ABE is used in secure forensic data analysis and target 

broadcast. E.g. In a secure scientific analysis system, check-

up log entries could be understood with attributes such as 

the name of the user, the date and time of the user action, 

and the type of data changed or accessed by the user action. 

While a medical analyst charged with some examination 

would be issued a private key that associated with a 

particular access structure. The private key would only open 

inspection log records whose attributes satisfied the access 

policy linked with the private key [8]. The first KP-ABE 

construction was provided which was very sensitive. It 

allowed the access policies to be expressed by any 

monotonic technique over encrypted data. The system was 

verified selectively secure under the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman 

statement. Later, Ostrovskyet et al. proposed a KP-ABE 

scheme where private keys can represent any access formula 

over attributes, including non-monotone ones, by integrating 

revocation schemes into the Goyal et al. KP-ABE scheme 

[2]. 

Messages under a set of attributes and private keys 

are associated with access structures that specify which 

cipher texts the key holder will be allowed to decrypt. In 

most existing KP-ABE scheme, the cipher text size grows 

linearly with the number of attributes embedded in 

ciphertext. In this paper, we propose a new KP-ABE 

construction with constant ciphertext size. In our 

construction, the access policy can be expressed as any 

monotone access structure. Meanwhile, the ciphertext size is 

independent of the number of ciphertext attributes, and the 

number of bilinear pairing evaluations is reduced to a 

constant. We prove that our scheme is semantically secure 

in the selective-set model based on the general Diffie-

Hellman exponent assumption. 

Some of the applications of ABE are; used in large 

organizations information is shared on the basis of assigned 

role for person, securing personal health record, auditing of 

log application and in publish- subscribe model for secure 

data broadcasting. 

C. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) also recognized as 

the Rijndael Encryption. It is a symmetric-key encryption 

technique uses 10, 12, or 14 rounds. The key size can be 

128,192 or 256 bits depends on the number of rounds. It is 

six time faster than triple DES. 

AES has following features: 

 Symmetric key block cipher 

 128-bit information, 128/192/256-bit keys 

 Robust and more rapidly than Triple-DES 

 Deliver full requirement and scheme details 

 It can be implemented using C and Java 

It is established on ‘substitution–permutation 

scheme’. AES achieves entire calculations on bytes instead 

bits. There is no cryptanalytic attack present for AES. 

 
Fig. 2: AES Algorithm 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Author proposed a CP-ABE with constant size cipher text 

and constant number of pairing computation. It is based on 

AND-gates on multi-valued attributes. This scheme is able 

to minimize the additional bits required from CPA-secure 

CP-ABE to CCA-secure CP-ABE [9]. 

The major issue in CP-ABE schemes large of 

decryption keys which depends on the number of attributes. 

To overcome this problem author proposed a CP-ABE 

scheme where the size of decryption key is fixed and it 

independent of attributes. The access structure of proposed 

scheme is based on AND tree. In this scheme decryption key 

with a set of attribute A can decrypt the message using 

access structure S where S ⊆A. The scheme is developed 

with the application of CP-ABE in minimum storage space 

devices [10]. 

Author proposed CP-ABE policy established on 

Linear Integer Secret Sharing Scheme (LISS). Access 

policies are created using LISS matrix over the attributes in 

the system. The proposed scheme works with Decisional 

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption and Linear 

Integer Secret Sharing Scheme (LISS). The repetition of the 

attributes is used with ABE. The private keys are generated 

using the interval of 1/2, 1 3/2, 2…..etc. A distribution 

vector is used and secret message is shared by the matrix M 

[11]. 

JunbeomHur proposes a CP-ABE technique for 

data sharing by using the attributes of the system. The major 

goal of the author is to rescue key escrow problem using 

escrow-free key issuing protocol and fine-grained user 

revocation. The key issuing protocol generates secret keys 

using the master keys of the key generation center and the 

data-storing center. The user revocation is performed on 

each attribute so that a user can only decrypt the data if and 

only if satisfies all the access rules. The scheme focused on 

data privacy and confidentiality of user data in the data 

sharing system [12]. 

The major issue in traditional ABE schemes is 

increase in too much pairing operation with the increase in 

access control rules in decryption phase. To overcome this 

problem author proposed a decryption scheme which is 

secure and verifiable without depend on random variables.  

The basic ABE model is updated with the addition of 

verifiability. The proposed scheme reduces the computation 
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time; it takes 50 and 5 seconds by mobile phones and Intel 

processor respectively to decrypt a cipher text based on 

ABE with 100 attributes [13]. 

To address the problem of encryption and user key 

generation in ABE a new approach is proposed by author. 

The algorithm works into two parts; first encryption of a 

message using ABE technique and next rapidly assemble 

encrypted data. The method is named as Online/Offline 

ABE. An application of the solution is mobile devices where 

the online phase is when phone is plugged in and rapidly 

perform ABE actions without draining the battery. 

According to author 99% of the computational work can be 

achieve in offline mode. The scheme is developed with the 

aim of reducing the battery consumption and key generation 

[14]. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT & PROPOSED SCHEME 

A. Existing System 

In conventional ABE, there is only one authority 

accountable for attribute management and key allotment. 

This single-authority picture can responsible for a single-

point bottleneck on Cloud data security. Once the authority 

is compromised, antagonist be able to effortlessly get the 

authority’s master key, and after that he/she can easily 

produce confidential keys of any attribute subset to decrypt 

the exact encrypted data. stop working or offline of a 

particular authority will build that private keys of all 

attributes in attribute rift preserved by this authority cannot 

be produced and dispersed, which will still influence the 

whole system’s effective operation.   

In the Existing system, the only single authority if 

is compromised, then the antagonist is able to effortlessly 

get the authority’s master key, and after that, he/she can 

easily produce confidential keys of any attribute subset to 

decrypt the exact encrypted data. 

Another problem with the existing system is that 

the confidential keys are scattered by the solitary authority 

so that authority can be able to decrypt any cipher-text in the 

system. 

B. Proposed Scheme 

An extended Attribute based encryption technique is 

proposed which incorporate the access level based order 

schemes with Encryption. The investigation is the new order 

based access arrangement to resolve the difficulty of 

multiple files secure sharing. The files are encrypted with 

one incorporated order wise access path.  

In existing access control systems for public cloud 

storage, there brings a single-point bottleneck on both 

security (this proposed approach will fruitfully oppose 

chosen plaintext attacks) and performance against the single 

authority for any specific attribute. In cloud environment, 

(block diagram), authority authenticate &activate the user 

and generates some parameters. Cloud service provider is 

the administrator of cloud servers and which offers manifold 

services for user. Data vendor encrypts and uploads the 

produced cipher text to Cloud service provider. The User 

downloads and decrypts the concerned cipher text from 

Cloud service provider. The uploaded shared files typically 

have hierarchical structure so a cluster of files are separated 

into a number of subgroups (hierarchy) placed at diverse 

access levels. 

The projected scheme has an improvement that 

users can decrypt all consent files by calculating secret key 

only just the once. Data vendor routes the files as pursues: 

Initially, the data vendor decides hierarchy for 

accessing the file & then creates Access policies using the 

Attributes associative with users/Files & then use the 

encryption key to convert the file in to the encrypt files 

(cipher texts) with the keys by using symmetric encryption 

based algorithm (AES). 

For example, an actual data owner desires to 

upload two file for secure sharing in public cloud 

environment, than owner creates orderly access structure for 

that particular filesF1 & F2, & it encrypts that two files with 

the encryption key, and then produces cipher text. 

Rooted in the order wise access path, the process as 

follows: first of all, authority authenticate & activate  the 

user & than after  produces public key and master secret key 

&  after the authentication & activation process ,authority 

creates  secret key SK  in irregular fashion for each user by 

Key Generation module. Now after that, only authenticated 

data owner will encrypt the file with help of keys & crates 

the order wise access policy for secure access for that 

already encrypted file. So that there is a two level of security 

points are presents in this approach, first is  encryption of 

file using secure Symmetric encryption (AES) & order wise 

access policy applied to file level (policy will apply on  files 

not over the user ) , for fine grained security.     

After this Encryption operation and user uploads 

the encrypted file to Cloud environment. As a final point, if 

a user desires to access uploaded cloud files, it first decrypts  

 
Fig. 3: Architecture of Proposed Scheme 
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upload encrypted file F1 / F2 from CSP. It can decrypt files 

using its keys if and only if the user’s attribute set satisfies 

part or the whole Access policy. As shown the Fig., the user 

1 can decrypt to further obtain only file f1. The user 2 

cannot decrypt any message, and the user 3 can decrypt f1 

and f2 because it satisfies the all access policies for that 

particular files. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A. Encryption Decryption Time  

 
Fig. 4: Encryption Decryption Time 

Above graph describes the comparison of time required for 

data encryption and decryption as the number of attribute 

varies. Red line chart with square blocks shows the time 

taken to data encryption in CPABE. Red line chart with 

circle shows time required for data decryption in CPABE as 

the number of attribute increases. Green line chart shows 

data encryption/decryption by the proposed scheme. The 

result clearly proposed scheme performs better than CPABE 

as the number of attributes increases. 

B. Storage Space 

 
Fig. 5 Storage Space Required for Cipher Text 

When data is encrypted, cipher text is stored over the server. 

In the graph above, x-axis shows number of attributes taken 

for data encryption and y-axis show the storage space on 

server. Storage space required by the proposed scheme is 

less than earlier CPABE scheme. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this dissertation, we recommended a new ABE access 

policy; in our scheme, Attribute Authority is responsible for 

generation of new attributes. Based on the set of attributed 

access policies are defined by file user file uploading the 

file.  

File is encrypted using the policy defined by user. 

Hence is fulfilling the ABE concept with advancement of 

adding preposition logic in between the attributes. 

 The study concerns reveal that our proposed 

access control policy is vital and precisely safe.  This 

proposed method deal with not simply attributes 

approaching from diverse authorities but also use security 

and system-level robustness. The proposed method provides 

more secure data sharing mechanism in cloud computing 

environment. 

AES scheme is considered for data encryption and 

decryption. It is also possible to implement the same 

approach in the future using other than AES algorithm. 

Proposed scheme provides both the preposition 

logic AND &OR for defining access policy. In the near 

future it may be possible to combine the proposed scheme 

with weighted attribute so that it can save more time and 

space. 
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